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HOW TO
R E A D YO U R R E S U LT S
Your results indicate how often you demonstrate the behaviors likely to get the
benefits or overuses associated with the pole of a polarity.

When taking the assessment, you (and others if
you participated in a 360) were asked to rate
how often you demonstrate behaviors described
by each of the assessment items.
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AVERAGE BENEFITS

Scores of the four individual items
in each benefit and overuse are
combined for an average score in
that quadrant represented by the
bars in the middle.
A dash in place of a number [ - ]
means there was no data for that
item. In those cases, averages are
calculated using only the items
that received responses.
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These items correspond to the
benefits and overuses of the poles
of the six key leadership polarities.
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AVERAGE OVERUSES
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A central focus of the KPI
are the bars representing the
average benefits and average
overuses of each pole.

BENEFITS
THE MORE THE BETTER
OVERUSES
THE LESS THE BETTER

A good rule of thumb:
Benefits—the more, the better.
Overuses—the less, the better.

EXAMPLES OF SOME COMBINATIONS
Often doing
behaviors that
get benefits

Often doing
behaviors that
get benefits

Not often doing
behaviors that get
benefits

Sometimes doing
behaviors that get
benefits

Not often doing
behaviors that
get overuses

Often doing
behaviors that
get overuses

Sometimes doing
behaviors that get
overuses

Not often doing
behaviors that get
overuses
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THE T HREE SELF-A SSES SMEN T RE S ULT S L AYO UT S
Your self-assessment results are presented in three different layouts. The data is the same in all three,
it is simply represented differently to help make sense of the results in different ways.

THE WHEEL L AYOU T
The first layout shows the bars for each of the poles in the center ring of the wheel.
The bars work in the same way described on previous page. Benefits—the more the better.
Overuses—the less the better.

The bar above the line indicates how often you demonstrate
behaviors that get the benefits of the pole. The more, the better.
The bar below the line indicates how often you demonstrate
behaviors that get the overuses of the pole. The less, the better.
In this example:
The leader is often demonstrating behaviors that get the
benefits of Action.
They should watch out because they are sometimes doing
things that could lead to the overuses of Action.
They don’t often demonstrate the behaviors that get the
benefits of Focus on Task.
They often demonstrate the behaviors that get the
overuses of Focus on Task.

The Wheel Layout allows you to simultaneously see the results of
all twelve poles and what that potentially means for how well
you are doing at the capabilities (in the middle ring) needed to
deliver on your leadership responsibilities (in the outer ring).
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THE RESPO N S I BI LI T Y L AYOU T

The Responsibility Layout takes each of the three Responsibilities of the outer ring and lays them
out on individual pages along with their corresponding Capabilities and Poles.

Poles

Reflection
Benefits

Self

Responsibility

Each pole lists the behaviors
associated with the benefits or
overuses of that pole.

I take time to look back on lessons learned.

6

I pause to wonder about different approaches.

5

I think things through thoroughly before I act.

6

I step back to think strategically about the future.

5

Change
Benefits
Reflection
Overuses
Change
Overuses

SEE POSSIBILITY

I actively seek out ways to make things better.

VISION

This column shows the rating
you gave of how often you
demonstrate that behavior,
or not.

Self Avg

Capability

The four items are averaged to
create the bar for that pole’s
benefits or overuses, respectively.

5.5

5

I can easily pivot to do things differently.

4

I try new things to stay on the cutting edge.

2

I get excited by pursuing new opportunities.

3.25

2

I can be slow to act because I overthink things.

6

I think of great ideas but don’t follow through on them.

5

I wait for the path to be crystal clear before moving forward.

6

My desire to consider all the possibilities impedes momentum.

5

I change things that end up not being worth the effort.

5

My drive to do things differently can create stress for others.

4

I can forget to appreciate what is working.

2

My ongoing desire to change things hinders efficiency.

5.5

This layout is helpful to see each
capability and responsibility holistically.

3.25

2

THE POL ARI T Y L AYOU T
The final layout of the self-assessment report brings each of the poles back together with its interdependent pair.
All of the items and ratings in this layout are the same as previous layouts – they are simply presented differently
here to make different sense of the data.
Behaviors associated with the benefits and overuses of each pole.
The average of the items represented by the bar.

The rating given to each item.
Pole

Items

Averages
Rating

Rating

Items

Pole
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The bars for each
pole are identical
to those on the
Wheel Layout.
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This layout shows how well you are navigating each of the polarities. It is helpful for identifying your preferred pole of
a polarity and better understanding how you show up based on those preferences.
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